The foundation of architectural acoustics as an independent science is generally referred to Sabine's early studies and their application. Nevertheless, since the 16th Century, a great number of authors wrote essays and treatises on the design of acoustic spaces, with a growing attention to the newborn typology of the Opera house, whose evolution is strongly connected to the cultural background of the Italian peninsula. With roots in the Renaissance rediscovery of Vitruvius's treatise and his acoustic theory, 16th-to 19th-Century Italian authors tackled several issues concerning the construction of theatres-among them, architectural and structural features, the choice of the materials, the social meanings of performances. Thanks to this literature, the consolidation of this body of knowledge led to a standardisation of the forms of the Italian Opera house throughout the 19th Century. Therefore, the scope of this review paper is to focus on the treatises, essays and publications regarding theatre design, written by pre-Sabinian Italian scholars. The analysis of such literature aims at highlighting the consistencies in some 19th-Century minor Italian Opera houses, in order to understand to what extent this scientific and experimental background was part of the building tradition during the golden age of the Italian Opera.
Introduction
Almost all Italian Opera houses with outstanding room acoustical reputations have been built before what is considered the beginning of architectural acoustics as an independent science, which dates back to 1898 [1, 2] . The acoustics of historic Opera houses can be considered the result of a Darwinian type evolution, with architects designing halls inspired by the success of former "good" halls, frequently destroyed by fires. According to previous works [3] [4] [5] , it is possible to identify three main room acoustic design approaches which were the starting point of this evolutionary process: the theory of "circulation of sound", the proto-geometrical acoustics and the "echo theory".
The theory of "circulation of sound" was based on the Renaissance rediscovery of Vitruvius's writings [6] . The Latin author argued that the voices of actors should be unobstructed in order to create favorable room-acoustics [5] . Such method thus influenced the building of auditoria with round shapes, rounded proscenium arches, without obstructions which "slowed the circulation" or "broke the voice" [3] [4] [5] .
The proto-geometrical acoustics-from the 17th Century-was based on the assumption that the trajectory of sound was analogous to the sound rays reflected from a surface. Therefore, sound could be conveyed by modifying the plan shape. The similarity between light and sound was first assumed by Giuseppe Biancani (1566 Biancani ( -1624 , who defined the so-called "echometria" [7] . Assuming that rays
•
Con-sonantes, when the environment increases the circulation;
• Circum-sonantes, when curved surfaces create a reverberation effect;
• Re-sonantes, when echo phenomena occur.
One of the first music rooms of the modern age was the Odeo Cornaro in Padua, designed by Giovanni Maria Falconetto (1468-1534) around 1524-1530 for the nobleman and patron Alvise Cornaro (1484-1566). This project was included by the architect and theorist Sebastiano Serlio (1475 Serlio ( -1554 in his Sette libri dell'architettura (Seven Books of Architecture) [24] . Serlio's drawing of the Odeo Cornaro shows a central symmetric plan with four niches on the sides and it is covered by a dome (see Figure 1 ). This small room fully agreed with the features of Vitruvian circum-sonantes spaces, as the round niches increased the diffusivity (As Serlio writes, "Et li quattro niccij per la sua ritonditá concava ricevono le voci, & le ritengono" (And the four niches, due to their round concavity, receive the voices and retain them) [24] .). Indeed, this space was oriented to music listening rather than mere speech.
Serlio's great interest in theatre design can be particularly understood by reading the last pages of his second book on perspective, where a specific paragraph is dedicated to theatres and scenographies. By blending his readings of Vitruvius's acoustic theory and the laws of geometrical perspective, Serlio included a section and a plan of what might have been the model of his timber theatre designed for the courtyard of the palazzo Porto in Vicenza in 1539. On one hand, the first terraces of the cavea are semicircular and then acquire an almost elliptical shape [25] ; on the other hand, the stage shows a sloped surface for a better perspective view from the audience (see Figure 2) . Plan and section of Sebastiano Serlio's timber theatre, in the book dedicated to Perspective (after [24] ).
However, it is important to keep in mind that Vitruvius's acoustic and musical theory was based on considerations that mainly regarded the propagation of the human voice, as this was the key element of ancient Graeco-Roman theatre. Therefore, the acoustics of Greek and Roman theatres was generally revolving around the speech intelligibility of the actors [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Clearly, the evidence of these theatres' exceptional acoustics is due to their amphitheatrical shapes, and thus to the knowledge of the propagation of circular sound waves. However, it is not possible to affirm that the theory of the Latin author-despite his extensively quoting of Greek sources such as Aristotle's pupil Aristoxenus-was also applied to former Greek and Hellenistic theatres. Nevertheless, Vitruvius's rediscovered writings became the core of the Renaissance architectural theory, thus necessarily influencing also its acoustic outcomes [32, 33] .
A few decades after, with the aim of increasing the intelligibility of the speech and still following the models of Graeco-Roman theatres, late-Renaissance architects started experimenting with con-sonantes spaces. Such is the case of the Teatro Olimpico in Vicenza, by Andrea Palladio (1508-1580), inaugurated in 1585 with Sophocle's Oedipux Rex, with choruses by Andrea Gabrieli (1533-1585) [4, 13] . The theatres of this period were characterised by steps and showed a reverberation higher to the present ones. In fact, the Odeo Cornaro shows a measured reverberation time at mid frequencies of 2.4 s in an unoccupied condition and a simulated reverberation time in an occupied condition of 1.3 s [34] ; the Teatro Olimpico shows a measured reverberation time at mid frequencies of 3.3 s in unoccupied conditions and a simulated reverberation time of 2.2 s in occupied conditions [13] . Such acoustic conditions allowed a good intelligibility of the early writing styles of melodrama, as the Gabrieli's choruses in the Teatro Olimpico, as confirmed by historical sources [34, 35] (see Figure 3) .
At the same time, the development of acoustics was strongly connected to political and religious issues prompted by the event of the Protestant Reformation and the Council of Trent (1545-1563), which opened to the Counter-Reformation. On one hand, the Lutheran culture was oriented to the act of reading, due to the availability of printed Bibles thanks to Gutenberg's innovation. On the other hand, the reformed Catholic culture gave more importance to the act of listening, due to the changes in ritual offices. For example, coffered wooden ceilings in churches were preferred by Jesuits due to the decrease in reverberation time and increase in speech intelligibility [4] . An increasing interest in the propagation of sound was collected by the Jesuit Giuseppe Biancani (1566-1624), who published in 1620 the essay Sphaera Mundi [7] , whose third paragraph is titled Echometria, idest Geometrica tractatio de Echo (Echometry, i.e., the Geometric Treatise of Echo). Biancani's Echometria opened a new branch of scientific knowledge blending sound and optics, which will be further called Acustica (Acoustics).
In this cultural environment, the building of the theatres corresponded to the birth of a new form of representation: the so-called Melodrama, which integrated various types of performance: mélos meaning singing, drama meaning acting. Indeed, the word Opera in Latin is the plural of opus, which means "act, performance". In the last decades of the 16th Century, the performance acquired a semi-public dimension-open to the Ruler and the court-and its own independent architecture. In the spaces designed for melodrama, one of the most significant aspects is the structural and typological background, deriving from the form of the Roman Basilica [36] . In fact, they were composed of a rectangular body ending with an apse, becoming, respectively, the audience and the stage. The theatre plan was typically divided into areas with different functions: the cavea for the audience, the stage and the rooms behind it reserved for the staff and for the artists. This is the case of Teatro all'antica (Ancient-Style Theatre) in Sabbioneta (1588-1590), by Vincenzo Scamozzi (1548-1616), which became the first building fully designed to be a free-standing theatre (see Figure 4) . 
The Baroque Theatre
At the beginning of the 17th Century, a new element entered the theatre design, which would influence both scenography and acoustics: the proscenium arch. This element, placed between the auditorium and the stage, was a direct consequence of the late-Renaissance studies on perspective-especially Serlio's aforementioned paragraph on perspective and scenography [39] . When it comes to its architectural use, the first and most famous architect constantly experimenting with proscenium arches was Inigo Jones (1573-1652). Inspired by his Italian architectural visits, he started introducing proscenium arches in his scenographies already in the first decade of the 17th Century, thus bringing the Italian perspective studies to Great Britain [40, 41] .
At the same time, the Italian architect Giovan Battista Aleotti (1546-1636) introduced such new spatial disposition in two of his works: the Teatro degli Intrepidi in Ferrara (1605) [9] , now demolished, and Farnese Theatre in Parma (1610) [11] (see Figure 5) . In both structures, he built a proscenium arch which materialised the difference between what is real and what is a theatrical fiction. The dimensions of the scenic arch increased with the progressive standardisation of its form, together with the increasing complexity of Baroque scenery as in the works of Giacomo Torelli (1604-1678) [42] , Nicola Sabbattini (1574-1654) [43] and Joseph Furttenbach (1591-1667) [44] . The role of this element was both visual and acoustical: on one hand, it provided a separation between the space of the representation and the space of the audience; on the other hand, it enhanced the first reflections from the stage and the orchestra, thus increasing the intelligibility in the stalls. During the 17th Century, the most significant evolution of the theatre shape took place. It was due to the transformation of the acting performances, the appearance of the masques, and the renovation of the subjects. An important date, which represented a turning point in the theatre history, was 6th March 1637, when all social classes attended the inauguration of the theatre in campo San Cassian in Venice, by paying a ticket [46] . The paying audience and the new theatrical genre, the melodrama, consequently led to a redefinition of the theatre shape. In fact, the payment of a ticket for the performance made it possible to plan the theatrical seasons and the related investments, thus allowing for building permanent structures and to buy theatrical machineries [47] . The space for the audience became a field of architectural experimentations, with the main purpose of incrementing the seating capacity and improving the visual conditions of the attending public. At the same time, the upper classes began to claim for independent and private spaces, leading to the building of wooden partitions on the different tiers, creating the so-called "boxes". This spatial division reflected the social subdivision into classes. Moreover, such spatial configuration introduced a new kind of performance, where the main actors were the spectators themselves. Not only were the boxes rich and sophisticated showcases for the upper class, but they were also a window from which the richest could observe the common people sitting on the uncomfortable benches of the audience [46] .
The first essay dealing with the so-called "Italian theatre" was written by the architect Fabrizio Carini Motta (16??-1699) in 1676 [48] . The author summarised all the architectural characteristics of the theatre and it recognised its different typologies: the 16th-Century typology with steps, with boxes or galleries, with boxes joined or not joined with the proscenium. He identified four main parts called "theatre square", "scene square", "boxes area" and "stage area". Concerning the so-called horseshoe typology, Carini Motta proposed two different models changing the ratio between the width and the length of the scene square, as shown in the author's drawing of Figure 6 . The architect also dealt with the design of the partition between boxes: if the partitions were built perpendicular to the audience perimeter, the people sitting behind were not able to see the stage. Considering the possibility of choosing a focal point in the middle of the proscenium arch and building diagonal partitions by pointing to that focus, he noticed that there was unused space due to the presence of acute angles following Vitruvius's recommendation, allowing the public sitting behind to enjoy a better view of the stage area. Influenced by Carini Motta's observations, the Swedish architect Nicodemus Tessin The Younger (1654-1728) introduced some of these elements-rounded off back walls and a royal box-in the design for a theatre at the court of Denmark in the last years of the 17th-Century [5, 49] . Furthermore, Carini Motta theorised a new kind of partition, shown in the last drawing of Figure 6 . This was a mix between the aforementioned solutions, but it was unfortunately very difficult to realise. If a longer 'scene square' was needed, it was possible to set the wanted length with a line parallel to EF and to draw the biggest circle tangential to that line (see the last draw in Figure 6 ). According to Carini Motta's theory, all theatre dimensions had to be multiples or fractions of the theatre width. For instance, the height of the audience ceiling should have been higher than 2/3 of the theatre width but smaller than the theatre width itself. On the other hand, he did not give specific indications about the height of the ceiling above the stage area: he only stated that it should have been higher than the audience vault. [48] and redrawings [50] . The last figure refers to the possibility of obtaining a longer "scene square" if needed-there are more details in the text.
The Evolution of Theatrical Architecture during the 18th Century
During the 18th Century, the form and the functions of the theatre were optimised to host the melodrama: the stage was extended towards the audience-through the proscenium-in order to enhance the intelligibility of the soloists, the orchestra was placed in front of the stage; the boxes' arrangement was adapted for reasons of visibility. The mixtilinear shape of the Italian theatre was developed by many architects, who experimented with new solutions in order to improve the acoustical conditions and the possibility to have exact visuals (see Figure 7 ). Despite being extremely active in theatre and scenography design [51] , the members of the famous Galli Bibbiena family did not write acoustic treatises with which we could directly retrace their thoughts. Nevertheless, some authors referred in their writings to the works by the Galli Bibbiena architects. For example, Francesco Algarotti (1712-1764) ground his study Saggio sopra l'opera in musica (Essay on the Opera, 1764) [52] Algarotti agreed with some building techniques used by Galli Bibbiena, e.g., the mixed use of masonry and wood in the theatre: masonry for the bearing structure in order to prevent fire and timber for indoor cladding in order to "equalise" the sound. He proposed the use of timber as cladding, analysed the case of a room-considered as a finite volume-with different boundary conditions (walls, tapestries, timber). Moreover, he linked their effects both on the vocal timbre and on the sound level spatial decay. He also noted that a room with flat walls made the voice too "sharp", while a room covered by tapestry made the voice too "silent". Instead of this, a room cladded by timber made the voice loud and pleasant. Therefore, he stated that the all the wooden parts inside the theatre had to be aged. Building solutions of the Teatro Comunale in Bologna, built by Antonio Galli Bibiena in the same years of Algarotti's essay, reflected this approach. Moreover, Algarotti discussed about the maximum dimensions of a theatre, which should be limited taking into account the sound strength of the voice, quoting Vitrivius's fifth book [6] . Concerning the shape of the audience, Algarotti denied the bell-shape for sake of visibility, although it is ideal for the strength of the voice. He proposed the use of the elliptical shape, being the semicircular shape an ideal solution but unachievable due to the too large width of proscenium. Furthermore, he avoided the decorations with sharp elements, referring again to Vitruvius's dissonantes category. In order to optimise the hall volume, he also proposed that all the tiers of boxes had the same height: the architectural praxis was to increase the width of boxes in the higher tiers in order to emphasise the cavea perspective. Algarotti's essay was extensively quoted in the work by Antonio Planelli (1737-1803), titled Dell'opera in musica. Trattato del cavalier Antonio Planelli dell'ordine gerosolimitano (On the Musical Opera. Treaty by Knight Antonio Planelli of the Jerosolimitan Order, 1772), in the section related to the construction of theatres [54] .
Another late 18th-Century author, who analysed the effects of boxes in Italian theatres, was Francesco Riccati (1718-1790) [55] [56] [57] [58] . He compared the Italian theatre with the one developed in the European courts, characterised by open galleries, but he also pointed out the benefits, in terms of social connections, that the boxes ensured to their owners. In particular, he did not agree with the presence of not proportioned openings in theatre cavea, which was in contrast with the architectural rules and with an idea of harmony and elegance of the structure. According to Riccati, a theatre should satisfy at least two main requirements: it should ensure the possibility to see and to hear properly. In his book Della costruzione de' teatri secondo il costume d'Italia vale a dire divisi in piccole logge (About the Construction of Theatres According to the Italian Style, i.e., with Small Boxes, 1790) [55] , he dealt with both such themes (The essay opens with the following words: "Fra tutte le produzioni dell'Architettura Civile la più disastrosa, la più difficile, la più contumace ad assoggettarsi alle teoriche della scienza, ed ai precetti dell'arte, ella, non v'ha dubbio, è la costruzione de' Teatri giusta il costume d'Italia" (Among all the outcomes of Civil Architecture, the most disastrous, the most difficult, the most insubordinate towards the theories of science, and the norms of art, it is, without doubt, the Italian construction of theatres).). First of all, he identified the curved shape as the best solution for the cavea because it allows for aligning a high number of boxes along the cavea itself, ensuring a sufficient visibility to all of them. Secondly, among the different kinds of curved shapes, he suggested the use of the "divergent" shapes. In fact, the adoption of a concave curve ensured the visibility of the stage to the major part of the public, especially if the part of the curve overlooking the proscenium was made as large as possible. According to the author, the horseshoe shape originated from the degeneration of this attempt. In particular, he disagreed with this particular shape as it enlarged the part of the curve facing the stage way too much, leading to the necessity of narrowing the part of the curve closer to the stage itself. In this way, the boxes located at the sides of the cavea were necessarily disadvantaged. An appropriate shape for the audience was, in Riccati's opinion, the bell shape, which was often adopted by the architects Galli Bibbiena in their theatres. Indeed, this shape could ensure a good visibility to the whole public. Riccati strongly criticised the use of the elliptical shape, which was instead proposed by Luigi Rizzetti (17??-18??), in a piece titled Memoria intorno alla più perfetta costruzione di un Teatro (Essay on the Most Perfect Construction of a Theatre) [59] , quoted by Riccati in his treatise and later on published as the small pamphlet Risposta del sig. Conte Luigi Rizzetti alle accuse date al Teatro da lui proposto (Response to the Allegations Made to the Theatre He Proposed, 1792) [60] . Rizzetti's choice of this shape was probably due to a property of the ellipse: the rays coming from a focus reflect one another. For this reason, Rizzetti placed the stage border on a focus of the ellipse, thinking that it would support the sound diffusion. Riccati observed that the public sitting in the boxes at the stage sides would not be able to have comfortable visuals to it because it would directly face the other side of the cavea. Probably influenced by the political and social issues that revolved around the concept of an "ideal" theatre (see next paragraph), Riccati claimed that the best shape was the circular one, although it was possible to adopt it only in small theatres, otherwise the stage-which would have been placed on the diameter of the circle-would become too wide.
Riccati thus proposed an elliptical shape obtained by different circle sectors. These sectors were drawn fixing the circle centre on the diameter of the wanted ellipse. In Figure 9 , an ellipse is shown built up with three circular sectors (CF, FG, GD). The sectors CF and GD are drawn centering, respectively, the compasses on the points N and O, located on the shorter diameter out of the ellipse perimeter. The sector FG is drawn centering the compasses on the longer diameter, on the point E, located on the cross point of the segment NF and OG. The whole construction is ruled by the dimension of the segment BE. Increasing this dimension, it is possible to obtain an ellipse with a larger apex, which can contain a consistent amount of boxes facing the stage. The elliptic shape was used also by Cosimo Morelli (1732-1812) [61] ; at the time, one of the most influential architects of the Papal States [62] . Due to visibility properties of elliptical shape, Morelli designed a three-part stage for the theatre of Imola (1780)-see Figure 10 . He compared the width of the proscenium of an elliptic-shaped plan (segment GH in Figure 10 ) with that of the proscenium in the bell-shaped plan (segment EF) and the horse-shoe shaped one (segment DD). Indeed, the proscenium would be wider using the elliptical-shaped design. According to the architect, this configuration allowed also a larger stage for the scenes, a better visibility from the boxes, and a higher occupancy in the stalls. The essay by the Venetian author and nobleman Andrea Memmo (1729-1793), titled "Semplici lumi tendenti a render cauti i soli interessati nel teatro da erigersi nella parocchia di S. Fantino in Venezia" (Simple Hints for Those Who Are Interested in the Theatre to Build in the Parish of S. Fantino in Venice, 1790) is an interesting account of the scientific knowledge on the theatrical construction in those years [63] . Far from the political and social ideologies that had been surrounding the idea of theatre in the second half of the 18th Century, Memmo focused on the building characteristics of a space for music and performances. He first pointed out the directivity of the sound sources. In his opinion, the Vitriuvian design of circular-shaped theatres was not optimised to the voice directivity, which decreases with the increase of the angle from the principal direction. Furthermore, the timbre of the voice depends both on the direct sound and the reverberated field. The author thus noted that reflected acoustic rays should converge to a central line and not to a point. In this case, a phenomenon of resonance (circumsonare) can be avoided. He focused on the necessity of balancing sound reflexion and diffusion, with the proper control of concave and convex shapes. At the same time, the direct and the reverberated fields had to be balanced: in particular, the latter could be equalised with a proper choice of the materials. In fact, Memmo was aware of the different acoustic absorption of porous and rigid materials, and he also referred to the problem of the different kinds of wood and their ageing. Furthermore, he stressed the importance of vaults made of light materials, in order to have low frequency absorption due to membrane-resonance effects. Quoting the essay of the Neapolitan engineer Vincenzo Lamberti (17??-18??), who dedicated his work to Memmo himself [64] , Memmo referred to the bell shape-named pelcinona by Lamberti-as the optimal shape for a theatre. It is also interesting to notice that the author made no specific distinction between the acoustic and the lighting technique, which on the contrary were usually divided between the concerns of the physicists and those of the scenographers. By reading this essay, it is possible to claim that the technical and scientific knowledge around the building of theatres was extremely high in late 18th-Century publications, despite the lack of written works by the architects who were active in the field. This confirms the refined results by contemporary theatres, such as Teatro alla Scala in Milan (1776-1778) by Giuseppe Piermarini (1734-1808) and the already mentioned theatres by the architects Galli Bibbiena. A similar knowledge was established also by George Saunders (1762-1839), who wrote A Treatise on Theatres (1790) [65] . In this book, Saunders designed a theatre whose dimensions were based on audible threshold of a human voice and prescribed the use of wood in order to absorb the right amount of sound. Saunder's design of theatre was semicircular and showed some similarities with Enea Arnaldi's treatise (see the next section).
These last two sections have dealt with still existing Italian Opera houses, but it is important to keep in mind that several others were demolished or burned down. These events contributed, as stated in the Introduction, to a "Darwinian" evolutionary process of the optimisation of the shape and of the technical solutions of the theatres that were rebuilt after their demolition. For a complete chronology of the Opera houses of this period, see [66].
The Ideal Theatre
Throughout the 18th-Century, a widespread theoretical debate exploded on the social role of the theatre. Several French authors and theorists, such as Voltaire (1694-1778) and Diderot (1713-1784) [67] among the others [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] , wrote on the educational importance of theatre performances. At the same time, the model of the classical, circular theatre was taken at the ultimate formal example [81, 82] , thus mirroring the necessity to erase the strict social division that characterised the partition between the audience and the boxes. Indeed, equality in listening and seeing had to match social and political equality, as a forerunner of the ideologies that led to the French Revolution. For a precise analysis of the connections between Italian theatres and French theoretical texts, see [83, 84] . If in France the only architectural outcome of these theories was the theatre of Claude-Nicolas Ledoux (1736-1806) in Besançon (1775-1784) [81] , these experimentations had no physical results in the Italian context. Nevertheless, architectural theorists like Enea Arnaldi (1716-1794) and Francesco Milizia (1725-1798) published on the topic of the "ideal theatre" and, most probably, they directly influenced some of the French designs [83, 84] .
In 1762, the architect Enea Arnaldi published in Vicenza the essay titled L'idea di un teatro nelle principali sue parti simile a' teatri antichi all'uso moderno accomodato (The Idea of a Theatre Being Similar in its Parts to the Ancient Theatres and Adjusted to the Modern Use) [85] . His ideal theatre merged the characteristics of the ancient models-of Vitruvian origins-together with the Italian typology. In fact, he added a series of semi-circular steps to the audience and gave a cylindrical shape to the orchestra pit (see Figure 11 ). Shortly after, in 1773, the theorist Francesco Milizia wrote an essay about the Italian theatre [86] . He compared the so-called modern theatre with the ancient one, thus complaining about its degraded conditions. The author observed that modern theaters were built with flammable materials and they were affected by humidity problems, whereas the main features of such constructions were supposed to be robustness, comfort and convenience. Among all European theatres, he only mentioned as "solid" those of Turin, Naples, Bologna and Berlin. Examining the shape of the auditorium, Milizia also highlighted the inappropriate form adopted for the Italian theatre. He compared the semi-circular ancient theatre, where all the spectators were able to see and hear properly, with the shape of the modern theatre and its boxes, that did not allow satisfying visuals to the whole public. He wrote: "the geometry itself demonstrates that, in a circle, all the angles of the circumference, which have as their basis the same diameter, are equal" [86] . For this reason, the author recommended assuming a circular shape and to place the stage on the main diameter, as the only way to guarantee the same perspective on the performance to each person in the audience. In addition, Milizia criticised the presence of boxes, which, in his opinion, divided the volume of the theatre in too many small spaces. On this, he wrote that "the boxes cut and reverberate the resonant air", thus confusing the perceived sound. In order to strengthen the criticism of the modern theatre shape, Milizia necessarily quoted Vitruvius. In fact, the Latin author affirmed that the inclination of the ancient theatre was chosen following musical proportion and it permitted a visual contact between the listeners and the actors. On this issue, Milizia published the project of an ideal theatre, called Teatro Ideale (1773). Taking example from Arnaldi's theory, he designed a more radical project, introducing French revolutionary themes into theatre design. In the Teatro Ideale, the architect replaced the separated boxes, reminders of the class divisions, with open galleries. The ideal theatre was characterised by a semi-circular shape, semi-circular ceiling, cavities and resonators, and galleries. On one hand, Milizia's assumptions were not acoustically appropriate and this was shown by the numerical simulation of the Teatro Ideale, realised from the original drawings [12] . In fact, considering the overall values of the acoustic descriptors the Teatro Ideale appears as a reverberant theatre-T 30 = 2.6 s at 1000 Hz in unoccupied conditions-more than the existing Italian theatres of that period [15, 19, 20] . On the other hand, Milizia's theoretical contribution was extremely important when it comes to the social role of the theatre, which was seen as a public space. Indeed, his struggle for a more democratic spatial configuration of the audience could be seen as a forerunner of Richard Wagner (1813-1883) and his "democratisation of acoustics" [87] . While the 18th-Century theatre was still a place for aristocracy, Milizia saw in theatre performances a means to convey the social image of a more equal and educated society, able to mirror the idea of a nation-the Italian one-still scattered into different states (see Figure 12 ). Milizia's writings strongly influenced the work of the architect Giovanni Antonio Antolini (1753-1841) who designed the grand "Foro Bonaparte" (1801) in Milan, in the area surrounding the Sforza Castle. Within the unbuilt architectural complex of the "Foro", Antolini introduced Milizia-Ferrarese circular-shaped theatre-that he named the "school for morals" [88] -equally divided between the stage and the semi-circular steps for the audience (see Figure 13 ).
Another follower of Milizia's theories was Tommaso Carlo Beccega (17??-18??), who published in 1817 an essay titled Sull'architettura greco-romana applicata alla costruzione del teatro moderno italiano e sulle macchine teatrali (On the Application of the Graeco-Roman Architecture to the Construction of the Modern Italian Theatre and to the Theatrical Machines) [89] . The basis of this essay was Vitruvius's theory and, at the same time, he tried to develop a theatre standard, whose shape was a semi-circle with elongated extremities (see Figure 14) . Recalling the Vitruvian principle of comfort, he deducted the stage inclination, the orchestra pit position-lower than audience in the stalls-the proscenium arch shape and proportion, the construction of the dividers between boxes. He also claimed that the theatre height should have been equal to the cavea width, in order to avoid excessively deep halls. He fixed the maximal length of the audience, which should not exceed 45 m, the recognized audibility threshold. 
The 19th-Century Theatre
The evolution of the 18th-Century into the 19th-Century theatre has not been diffusely discussed in architectural essays. However, it is clear that the theaters built during the 19th Century presented similar characteristics to the buildings belonging to the preceding century. By the mid-19th Century, the form of theatre was standardised and the vast majority of Italian opera houses was built after this period, in order to satisfy the request of each small town to have its theatre and the request of bigger cities to build increasingly larger ones.
At the beginning of the 19th Century, Antonio Niccolini (1772-1850) published a pamphlet entitled Alcune idee sulla risonanza del teatro (Some Ideas on Theatre Resonance) [90] , in which he attributed the theatre deafness to its proportions and, exactly as Milizia did, to the use the boxes [83] . Differently from Milizia, Niccolini understood that the modern theatre characteristics derived from social and economical needs; therefore, he elaborated solutions in order to improve the acoustic of these theatres, taking into account the circumstantial necessities. Niccolini's research followed a completely different path than those of his predecessors: he investigated the stage dimensions-and compared to the dimensions of the audience-and the vault continuity as deafness causes. In his opinion, the shape of the theatre and the used materials were irrelevant. The first element significantly contributing to the theatre resonance was a wide stage opening, which conveyed an air flow from the stage area to the audience (see the Niccolini's plan of Teatro San Carlo in Figure 15 )-where the air was more rarefied because of the presence of public-thus reinforcing the sound propagation. The second element was the vault which in his opinion should ensure the uniformity of the sound path. The architect and scenic painter Paolo Landriani (1757-1839), in his Osservazioni sui difetti prodotti nei teatri dalla cattiva costruzione del palco scenico e su alcune inavvertenze nel dipingere le decorazioni (Observations on the Flaws Deriving by the Poor Construction of the Stage and on Some Oversights in Decoration Paintings) [91] , provided a description of a common method used to determine the theatre shape in that period. The usual shape adopted for theatres was a curve composed by a semi-circle and two lines, with a focal point at a distance of two diameters of the aforementioned semi-circle. The whole length of the theatre was usually similar to the length of the circle diameter; the proscenium width was determined by the intersection of the aforementioned lines with a line tangent to the circle. It could also happen that the length of the audience was longer than the circle diameter: therefore, the proscenium width could be determined as explained in Figure 16 . It was the author's firm belief that the acoustic quality of a theatre depended on: the horseshoe shape commonly adopted; the lack of interruption or projections in the cavea boundary; the wooden parapets of the boxes; the elliptical vault above the audience, which should be as flat as possible; the proscenium opening, which should be wider on the audience side; a slightly inclination of the proscenium arch ceiling towards the stage, so that the actors' voices could spread easily into the auditorium as a ray. Figure 16 . Paolo Landriani's guidelines to determine the proscenium width. Landriani's original drawing (1828) and redrawings [50] . See details in the text.
As stated before, theatres were prone to fires and therefore they were often rebuilt. Just like Niccolini, also the Venetian architect Giovanni Battista Meduna (1800-1886) and his brother Tommaso (1798-1880) had to deal with the reconstruction of a theatre. In their case, they rebuilt the theatre La Fenice in Venice, already debated by Memmo in his essay: the theatre was destroyed by fire in 1836 and it was reopened in 1837 [92] . Meduna's method is still "classic", regarding both the shape of the hall and the use of the materials. In particular, the Meduna brothers used the properties of timber in order to create resonant volumes under the stalls [93] .
Already in the first decades of the 19th Century, the shape and the building techniques for theatre construction were almost consolidated: therefore, contemporary scholars focused on manuals or historical overviews [94] [95] [96] [97] , which progressively accounted for a theatre form with standard shapes and building typologies. It is not a coincidence if, in the same years, some Italian composers-such as Gaetano Donizetti (1791-1848), Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835) and Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901)-wrote some of the most iconic Italian operas [98] . The popular fame of these operas is strongly connected to the need of building theatres in every town, thus "scaling" the geometries on reduced volumes and occupancy [16] [17] [18] .
From the second half of the 19th Century onwards, there was a progressive change in the building typologies of theatres. For example, the use of steel (such as in the Politeama theatre in Palermo, designed and built between 1865 and 1891) [99] and the use of cast-iron in the bearing structures, thus replacing timber or masonry, had resulting effects on the acoustic of such spaces [100, 101] .
The last moment in which Italian Opera houses were extensively built can be located in time just before the arrival of cinema. In those years, some great Sicilian theatres were built: like the Bellini theatre in Catania (inaugurated in 1890) and the Massimo theatre in Palermo (inaugurated in 1897), which is still today the biggest theatre of the Italian peninsula [102, 103] . These last theatres were deeply influenced by geometries and spatial schemes that could not be described as merely Italian anymore, but "European", as they were affected by French (Opéra Garnier, 1875) and Austro-Hungarian (Wiener Staatsoper, 1869) designs. In fact, they do not only show boxes, but also galleries; they have large foyers that could host the new bourgeoisie, together with the high classes.
A reverse exemple-that is, an Italian architect working in an European architectural background, as the architects Galli Bibbiena had done in the former Century-was the architect Antonio Canoppi (1769-1832). In 1830, he published his Opinion d'A.C. sur l'architecture en général et en spécialité sur la construction des théâtres modernes (The Opinion of A.C. on Architecture in General and in Particular on the Construction of Modern Theatres) [104] . He was an Italian architect who had been working in Russia since 1805 as theatre director for the Russian Empire. He designed two theatres in St. Petersburg (see Figure 17) , whose occupancy were, respectively, of 2200 and 1000 people. Thanks to studies on optics, perspective and acoustics, he fixed the length of the cavea-in the larger theatre-at 25.8 m and the proscenium width at 12.9 m. The dimensions of the stage were very large, in order to host monumental scenographies. In order to better understand the chronological evolution of each hall shape, together with their analysis in literature, Figure 18 represents a timeline overlapping the construction year and shape of each mentioned theatre, together with the life spans of the debated authors. 
Evidences in Small-Sized Theatres of the 19th Century
Five small-sized Italian Opera houses have been selected as case studies because of their similar dimensions and social function. All of these theatres were designed and built in the 19th Century: Municipal Theatre of Cervia (CER), Municipal Theatre of Cesenatico (CES), Municipal theatre of Russi (RUS), Dragoni theatre of Meldola (DRA), Petrella Theatre of Longiano (PET); see further details in Table 1 . Such theatres were chosen due to the availability of the original designs in the city archives (see Figure 19 ) and a complete documentation about the restoration works of the last several decades [36, [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] . . Some original drawings of the small-sized opera houses under study. Such drawings are available at the local city archives and local publications [36, [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] and represent one of the key sources for the historical research on such buildings, collected in [50] . A subset of these theatres can be made considering their shape: for example, CES and MEL show an elongated shape. Nevertheless, the two theatres show a significant difference, as CES has two boxes included in the proscenium arch (one on each side). Its shape is thus characterised by a linear part linked with the horseshoe shape. Among the others, CER and RUS show exactly the same bending. PET, instead, is very similar in its bottom part, even if it is smaller than the other two, but with a linear evolution closer to the stage. Considering the stage area, all theatres show more or less a rectangular shape, with the same irregularity due to the presence of service rooms. CER is an exception: because of urban necessities, the stage area is characterised by a strong asymmetry and the rear wall of the stage is not parallel to the proscenium arch.
The aforementioned guidelines by Carini Motta, for the design of horse-shoe theatres, may be applied to these case studies. Following the author's instructions, an elongated shape with a linear part close to the proscenium arch can be obtained: therefore, this method has been applied to the theatres of CES and DRA, which present similar features Figure 20 . The shape obtained following Carini Motta's method, with the dimensions of CES, is an offset of the real curve defining the audience boundary of the theatre. Considering the dimensions of DRA, the shape obtained is only a little too rounded on the sides of the audience, but, in general, it corresponds quite well to the real theatre shape. It also tried to apply Carini Motta's method to a different geometry, such as CER, yet with unsatisfactory results. In Figure 21 , Landriani's method to design the proscenium arch was applied to the small-sized theatres under study. This method has been first applied to the theatres with a more rounded shape, such as CER and RUS. For both theatres, the shape obtained is quite close-fitting to the real one. However, Landriani's method to define the proscenium arch width did not give satisfying results. The figures of CER and RUS show that the shape obtained following Landriani's guidelines is bigger if compared to the boundary of CER audience, while it is a bit smaller in the part close to the stage in the case of RUS. This means that RUS is defined by a more rounded shape. The same method was also applied to the theatres with a more elongated shape (that is, DRA, CES, PET). In DRA, the shape obtained fits quite well with the rear part of the audience, but it becomes too narrow close to the stage. The same observation also counts for PET; instead, Landriani's method applied to CES produced a tight-fitting shape. As for the theatres of CER and RUS, Landriani's instructions to define the proscenium arch width did not give satisying results. Such design features may influence the acoustic criterion of the hall. Despite of refurbishment differences in each theatres-changes in velvet, chairs and other elements and materials-the acoustic behaviour at the present day may still be dependent from design. The theatres under study were measured in a previous campaign of theatres in Romagna [19] . The positions of the omnidirectional sound source [113] on the stage were chosen similarly in all theatres: the first position on the longitudinal axis of the stage at 1 m from the edge (fore-stage); the second one at the centre of the area closed by the curtains (centre-stage). ISO 3382 [114] criteria were extracted from the measured impulse responses [115] .
The values of reverberation time are quite low, if compared with other Italian Opera houses of bigger dimensions-swinging between 1.2 s (La Scala Theatre in Milan), those classified as "type B" by Prodi et al. [20] , and 1.7 s (Teatro Comunale in Bologna), those classified as "type A". As the reverberation time appears to be quite constant on all the audience, due to the complex connection between geometry and positions, it may be more useful to analyse a value that depends on the positions of the source and the receiver, such as the sound strength [114] . Table 2 summarises the measured values of G M , using the two source positions described above (one in the proscenium and one at the centre of the stage), and also the averaged values on all the receivers of the same categories (all positions in the stalls, boxes and galleries). In general, results show how the position of the soloist on the stage influences the sound strength in the audience. G M values in the fore-stage are higher that the ones in the centre-stage. This may be due to the higher acoustic coupling when the soloist is placed in the fore-stage. This situation was well known by Opera authors, who often stressed in their librettos the right place of each aria, in order to balance the sound level of each soloist, the choir and the orchestra [87] . The use of a velvet band within the cavea of DRA-introduced by the renovation works of 1970s [36, 105, 108] -is for sure the cause of a low G value in the stalls. However, in this theatre, the shape factor of the hall is different from the others, as DRA is much higher than what the cavea surface would allow. This influences a low G value in the gallery.
CER and CES, as stated above, are very similar. The choice of drawing the stage further back, in CES, in order to insert a small orchestra pit, has a negative influence on the sound strength (about 3 dB are lost, for each couple source-receiver). In CES, the presence of the original design for the proscenium shows a sound strength homogeneity in the audience. In fact, apart from the values in the stalls for a source on the proscenium, that are necessarily influenced by its proximity, G values are more or less constant in all audience, gallery included. This behaviour mirrors the scope of a good design of a theatre built for a community, which is a city theatre.
If RUS is too wide if compared to Landriani's method, PET fits perfectly into these guidelines. The latter was restored by preserving the original materials, as the former was renovated into a small contemporary prose theatre. PET also shows a great result of acoustic coupling between the fly tower and the cavea. G values are constant, with the exception of those in the stalls, due to the proximity effect.
To conclude, the measures of sound strength and its spatial distribution show that the design of a theatre hall is mainly based on the shape of the theatre itself, more than on the materials used (this is valid for small-sized Opera houses with a horseshoe shape, such as the aforementioned case studies). Restoration works may influence negatively on the acoustic behaviour of the halls, yet the influence of the original design still plays an important role.
Conclusions
This study had the aim of summarising the copious literature on theatre design related to pre-Sabinian scholars, from the 15th-and 16th-Century rediscovery of Vitruvius's treatise to 19th-Century standardised applications of guidelines and instructions by several Italian authors. The aim was to draw evidence of such literature in the design of Italian Opera houses, with a particular attention to small-sized Opera houses to be found in minor Italian towns.
In a contemporary acoustic point of view, the pre-Sabinian Italian scholars pointed out all the critical aspects of theatre design: Aleotti the relevance of the scenic arch [9] , Carini-Motta [48] the separation of the acoustic volumes of the stage and the audience, Milizia [86] the coupling of the boxes, Riccati [55] the homogeneity of direct sound to the listeners, Rizzetti [60] the diffusion of the sound, Niccolini [90] the energetic transmission between stage and cavea and the relationship between reverberation and acoustic mean free path, and Beccega [89] the geometric ratios of the theatre and the echo-flutter phenomena. The dualism optics-acoustics might have often been useful to these authors, the knowledge in optics at the times being more advanced than that in acoustics.
Some of the topics that emerged from this study are at the core of the acoustic properties of Italian Opera houses. The majority of existent and active Italian theatres was bult between 1750 and 1880 and is characterised, for example, by a vast use of timber, whose effects have only partially been studied so far. Recent renovation works and the adaptation to fire-escape regulations have reduced the occupancy of such theatres. Moreover, their acoustic quality does not mirror the acoustic conditions at the time of their construction and full functionality in the 19th Century. In the authors' opinion, this may not necessarily be seen as a problem as the theatre has always been a flexible building, adaptable to the changes of the audience and to the functional necessities of the performances. The knowledge of such literature could instead be of help in the case of refurbishment of a historical theatre or of a new building with new materials, which still aims at preserving the acoustic characteristics of Italian Opera houses.
The birth of architectural acoustics as an independent science dates back to Wallace Clement Sabine's work. Interestingly, some Vitruvian categories were still used by Sabine himself [1], regarding speech intelligibility. Nevertheless, some of the main issues of architectural acoustics had already been consciously tackled by pre-Sabinian Italian scholars in their treatises. Although the concept of reverberation was not explicitly known, this literature shows a particular attention to the effects of materials, related to both intelligibility and abatement. In fact, timber was used not only for its ability to radiate sound energy (the analogy with the musical instruments is often recalled), but also for its capacity of absorbing part of the sound energy and thus equalising the sound. Moreover, issues related to the echo-flutter were tackled, both focusing on the elliptical shape and on the maximum dimensions of the hall. Furthermore, the Italian Opera house is a system of acoustic coupling of volumes. The fly tower was born for scenographic reasons-it is missing in the first performance spaces, but it soon became a critical element for the correct acoustic coupling of sound sources on the stage. On one hand, the fly tower cannot be too big for scenographic issues; on the other hand, some geometries like the bell and the ellipse enlarge the dimension of the scenic arch in order to host a sufficient number of people in the audience. This need is perhaps the reason why the horseshoe-shape eventually took hold.
To conclude, by quoting one of the authors analysed in the paper, this sentence by Antonio Niccolini-designer of the new hall of the Teatro San Carlo in Naples (1817)-may be still valid today: "L'indole della propagazione del suono è tuttora nel nostro teatro reputata da molti come un mistero ignoto, e da molti altri erroneamente definita" (Until the present day, the nature of sound propagation is considered by many as an unknown mystery, and it is erroneously defined by many others).
